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CDR Hosts the First Vegetarian Food and Culture Fair
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The City of Dharma Realm (CDR) in West Sacramento, California,
celebrated July 4th in a different way this year. The first Vegetarian
Food and Culture Fair was held there on July 4th and over 500 people
enjoyed dozens of delicious vegetarian courses as well as the benefits
of a vegetarian diet. This event was made possible by collaborative
efforts of monastics and laity from five DRBA branches: CDR, Gold
Wheel Monastery, Gold Sage Monastery, Gold Mountain Monastery,
and the City of 10,000 Buddhas. It was a happy occasion for Dharma
friends to meet and work together. Participants hope that CDR will
continue to hold this event in the future.
Mr. John Maragliotti and Peggi Hsieh were the MCs for the
program, which started with a Chinese orchestra performance led by
Mr. Agis Gan. When the harmonious music ended, Dharma Master
Heng Gwei welcomed the guests by introducing the benefits of
vegetarianism. She said that not only does meat-eating have negative
impacts on human health, ranching (livestock production) has created
an environmental crisis including the negative impact on global
warming. Today meat comes from factory farms which threaten
human health even more. Many eminent western scientists, artists,
and philosophers are vegetarians because they know that vegetarianism is good for health, nurtures compassion and reduces war and
suffering for mankind. The founder of CDR, Venerable Master Hua
promoted vegetarianism when he was alive. That is actually the major
reason that CDR is holding the Vegetarian Food and Culture Fair.
CDR also plans to establish the International Vegetarianism Institute
and a vegetarian restaurant at CDR is expected to open next year.
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Seventeen members of the Gold Wheel Choir came from
Los Angeles to perform and volunteer through the coordination of Carol Lo. The Gold Wheel Choir has high standards and is going to record a CD. The conductor, Ms. Peggy
Hsieh, who is active in L.A., led the choir to sing three songs:
America the Beautiful, Praise of Gwan Yin, and the
Commonwealth. Jason Lo played piano. Their beautiful singing refreshed the guests and chased away the heat which was
over 100 F.
Eight Lao women from Sacramento performed two
dances in their traditional costume. Crystal Wang and her two
brothers gave a lively Chinese martial arts performance with
a folding fan, bayonet, sword, and a 2-part club. Harrison
Hsieh, a young pianist, played Chopin's Sonata and changed
the ancient oriental atmosphere to a western one. Chen Yu,
who graduated from Si-chuan Music Academy with a degree in Vocal Music, sang two songs: The Song of Yangtze
River and The Song of Wings. And Philip Liou sang a folk
song: Give You a Handful of Earth. The trio, Audie
Maragliotti, Felicity Jiang, and Navatitti Jiang, averaging only
five years old followed Dharma Master Heng Shr to sing the
Patience Song which goes: Friends please follow me to say
Patience, Friends please follow me to say Patience. Patience,
Patience, Patience. Be Patient and don't get angry, Suo Po
He! This song won rounds of applause.
As the gourmet food fair officially started, there was a
long line by each table. Several dozen volunteers brought out
nearly 50 mouthwatering Chinese, Vietnamese, Western and
Malaysian dishes. The fresh, healthy and delicious food delighted all the guests, and some even decided to become vegetarian at home. According to DM Heng Shr, some members of the Spiritual Center across the street had regretted
not being able to attend the Bathing Buddha Ceremony at
CDR, but were pleased to join the July 4th event. A
Powerpoint presentation, videos, and book show explained
the benefit of vegetarianism.
Many participants suggested that CDR continue this Food
Fair each year. It took tremendous effort on the part of all
the monastics and volunteers. There was less than a week to
prepare for this grand event after the flyers went out. “This
deep resolve [we] offer to the myriad Buddhas' lands, and
thus endeavor to repay the Buddha's boundless grace” is an
apt description of everyone's spirit of giving.
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